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Small Demolition, Big Challenge 

 
THE GENTLE TROUBLE SHOOTERS: BROKK DEMOLITION ROBOT AND 

CC 260 CONCRETE CRUSHER 

 

Blumberg/Calw. It is not always the big, spectacular demolitions which require an 

exceptional and intelligent solution. “Small is beautiful” is often the motto when gentle 

demolition techniques are applied – like in the hospital group “Südwest”. 

 

Hospital Calw, Cardiological Clinic, third floor. All rooms were full, surgeries in progress in the 

operating room. Nevertheless, the structural alterations were performed at full speed – silently and 

without disturbing patients, doctors and nurses. This was made possible by the miniature demolition 

robot BROKK 50 with a mounted CC 260 concrete crusher of DARDA, the manufacturer of demolition 

tools from Blumberg. About 75 m2 of lime stone walls were broken down almost unnoticed during 

routine work. In this case the only feasible respectively economic demolition technique. 

 

Of course it is possible to simply break down walls with a thickness of 15 cm by hand with the help of 

sledge hammers or chipping hammers. Not very sensitive, but effective – under normal 

circumstances. A fully occupied hospital in which the daily routine goes on is a different matter, 

though. Absolutely vibration-free demolition was required because in the adjacent operating room 

surgeons carried out vital operations with sensitive surgical instruments. Therefore, the demolition 

technique had to be silent, low-dust and emission-free. Cooling water and mud had to be avoided so 

that patients did not feel disturbed by unpleasant smells and noise. With this demolition an additional 

challenge had to be mastered. In some walls there were active water pipes, and damaging them had 

to be avoided under all circumstances. The company R. Klein from Leinfelden-Echterdingen, 

specialized in gutting and breaking down by hand, could easily offer the proper method which not only 

met the requirements mentioned above but also allowed for an absolutely exact working: the small 

electro-hydraulic demolition robot BROKK 50 of the Swedish company as the carrier of the DARDA CC 

260 concrete crusher. First of all, however, this method was also carefully examined. Measurements of 

vibration, noiseand dust by means of professional measuring devices quickly revealed that the perfect 

method had been found. 
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A strong Team  

 

The DARDA concrete crusher and the BROKK robot are a perfectly harmonised team exceeding 

conventional combinations of mini-excavator and crushers. The electro-hydraulic drive does not only 

make the BROKK 50 more powerful than mini-excavators of comparable weight, it also allows for an 

absolutely emission-free and low-noise operation. The BROKK 50 weighs just 475 kilograms, so 

neither bearing capacity nor limited space are an issue to worry about: this demolition robot is so 

compact that it can pass through doors only 60 cm wide, and only 3 m2 of space are sufficient for 

working. As, by means of a special pressure intensifier, the CC 260 concrete crusher work 

independent of the working pressure of the carrier, they also compete well with competition from 

higher weight classes. The fly weight (only 59 kilograms) develops an impressive breaking force of 22 

tons (220kN). Due to its compact design it can work very carefully. It could precisely nibble off the 

material around the active water tubes without damaging the water tubes themselves. A further 

asset: the capability of remote control. The operator could place himself next to the demolition robot 

and always have a perfect view of the demolition spot – particularly important around the water 

tubes.  

 

Within two working days the 3.10 m lime stone walls gave way with low vibration and dust. Using a 

normal passenger hoist one man transported the debris out of the building with a normal 

wheelbarrow. This elevator also lifted the BROKK 50 to its usage site!  

 

 

Conclusion: optimum work equipment leads to optimum demolition results – even, or particularly, 

with small but challenging demolitions. What was the motto again? “Small is beautiful!” 
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More information: 

 

DARDA GMBH 
Im Tal 1 

78176 Blumberg 

Fon + 49 (0)7702 – 43 91 0 

Fax  + 49 (0)7702 – 43 91 12 

mailto: info@darda.de 

url: http://www.darda.de 

 


